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Abstract:
Left-dislocation in Hittite is a well-known though rare grammatical construction. The left-dislocated constituent, typically only a noun, occurs to the left of the clause-initial conjunction or clause-initial phrase and is co-referential with a clitic pronoun in the main clause. The left-dislocated noun is usually in the nominative, irrespective of the case of the resumption in the main clause. There is, however, another type of left-dislocation, equally rare, that has been overlooked. A philological reassessment of several famous Old Hittite texts such as the Palace Chronicles (CTH 8), the Ritual for the Royal Couple (CTH 416), and the Illuyanka Myth (CTH 321) shows that left-dislocated noun phrases may also be introduced by *kuid-a* ‘but as for’. This expression is often erroneously translated as a causal or temporal subordinator. The case of the noun phrase introduced by *kuid-a* matches with the case of the resumptive pronoun in the main clause. This construction marked contrastive topics, but it did not survive: in Old Hittite contrastive topics could also simply occur as the first word of the clause, marked
by means of \(-a\) or its allomorph \(-ma\). Beginning in Middle Hittite this became the only productive means to express contrastive topics.

1. Introduction

Hittite has quite a few means to highlight elements on clause and discourse level. Besides such obvious focus particles as \(\textit{spat} \) ‘just, only’ and \(\textit{sja} \) ‘and, also’ — obvious because they are easy to identify —, word order is now well established to correlate with the pragmatic articulation of the clause (Goedegebuure 2009, 2014). Contrastive topics, for example, are always clause initial and often followed by \(-a/-ma\), while contrastive focus arguments overwhelmingly occur in immediately preverbal position. Beyond the clause proper, cross-linguistically the positions immediately to the left and to the right of the clause boundaries are often used to convey special pragmatic status within the developing discourse. In the remainder of this paper I will limit the discussion to left-of-the-clause-phenomena.

Left-dislocation in Hittite, though quite rare, is well described (e.g., Garrett 1990:266-69; Garrett 1994:38-9; Hoffner and Melchert 2008:408-9; Luraghi 1990:92; Sideltsev 2015; Vai 2011:39-42). The dislocated constituent occurs to the left of the clause-initial conjunction or clause-initial phrase and is co-referential with a clitic or full pronoun in the main clause, and zero in case the left-dislocated constituent is co-referential with a following transitive subject:
1 KBo 3.22 obv. 7-8 (OH/OS, Anitta, CTH 1)

He arrested the king of Neša,

\[ U \text{ DUMU.MEŠ } \text{ URU} \text{nēš[a]i} \ # [id]ālu \ natta \ kuedanikki; \ takiš-ta \]

but son.PL cityN. # evil:ACC:S not anyone:DAT:S allot-3S.PST

But (as for) the sons of Neša, he did not harm (lit. allot evil to) anyone;

2 KBo 3.1 ii 13 (OH/NS, Telipinu, CTH 19)

He also sent Taruḫšu, a courier: he (i.e., Taruḫšu) killed Ḫantili together

with [his] sons. (Then) Ḫuzziya became king, and Telipinu had Ištapariya,

his (i.e., Ḫuzziya’s) sister of first rank (as wife). Ḫuzziya would have

---

1 In the examples co-referential elements are indexed; # marks a clause boundary; bold face indicates contrastive elements or elements that are relevant for the discussion. Glosses follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules (https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php). In bound transcription ‘-’ denotes a clitic boundary, ‘-’ a morpheme boundary, and ‘∼’ the boundary between a logogram and syllabogram. Additional glosses: C = common gender, CONN = connective, IND = individuator, ITER = iterative.
killed them, but the matter became known, and Telipinu chased them away.

5 ŠEŠ.MEŠ-ŠU₃₁ # nu-šmaš₂₁ Ė.MEŠ taggaš-ta
brother.PL-his # CONN-3PL.DAT house.PL allot-3S.PST
(As for) his five brothers, he allotted them houses

3 KUB 17.10 iii 1 (OH/MS, CTH 324)
Kammarušepa saw him (i.e., the angry god). She moved the wing of an eagle [...] and stopped him.

₃ karpi-š₂₁ # n-an₂₁ arā-e-t
anger-NOM.S.C # CONN-3S.ACC.C stop-3S.PST
(His) anger, she stopped it.

4 HKM 113 rev. 14-15 (MH/MS, Tudḫaliya III, CTH 244)
There was a famine before [...]. [...]-atta (and) Ms. Aliwanatti went in dire need [from(?)] [...], from the city, to Šugaziya.

₄ m-huídu-duwa-li-š₂₁ # n-an₂₁ URUšallašna ašaš-er
H₃.-NOM.S.C # CONN-3S.ACC.C Š.-LOC.S settle-3PL.PST
(As for) Mr. Ḫuídu-duwa-li, they settled him in Šallašna.
The Hittitological literature suggests that left-dislocated phrases appear in
the nominative case, irrespective of the function the referent of the dislocated
phrase assumes in the main clause (so with caution Hoffner and Melchert
2008:409). It would therefore seem that one of the functions of nominative case is
to mark left-dislocated constituents. Hittite would then mark left-dislocated
constituents the same way as the Indo-European languages in general (for which
see Havers 1926). It has been overlooked that a left-dislocated noun phrase may
also already appear in the same case as its resumption in the main clause:

After I had destroyed Āššuwa, I returned to Ḫattuša. As captives I brought
10,000 troops and 600 horses (and) chariots [together with (their)]
chariot-drivers to Ḫattuša. I settled them in Ḫattuša.

KUB 23.11 ii 36’-38’ (MH/NS, Tudḫaliya I/II, CTH 142)

5
(As for) Pi̇jamakurunta, Kugulli [... and Malaz]iti, in-law1 of Pi̇jamakurunta, those; too I brought to Ḫattuša.

The same applies to another overlooked type of left-dislocation. In Old Hittite left-dislocated noun phrases are regularly introduced by kuid̄a ‘but as for’. When thus introduced the case of the left-dislocated noun phrase always matches the case of the resumptive pronoun in the main clause (for a full analysis of ex. 6 see sections 2 and 4):

6  KBo 3.34 ii 27-28 (OH/NS, Muršili I, CTH 8)

kuid̄a  LÚ.MEŠKUŠT āmmijant-uš-šm-uši
as.for-but charioteer young-ACC.PL.C-their

# n-uši  mįšputašinara-š  manijahheške-zzi
# CONN=3PL.ACC  I.-NOM.S.C  manage-ITER-3S.NPST

But as for their young charioteers, Išpudaš-Inar manages them.
I argue that the function of kuid-a is to introduce contrastive topics, as opposed to the currently prevailing analysis of kuit as a causal or temporal conjunction.²

In section 2 I discuss previous analyses of topic-introducing kuid-a. Why the lexeme is kuid(-a) and not kuida is explained in section 3. The functional analysis of kuid-a as ‘but as for’ based on the Palace Chronicles (CTH 8) and the Ritual of Thunder (CTH 631) takes place in section 4. Section 5 contains a philological reassessment of several difficult passages from the Ritual for the Royal Couple (CTH 416), the Illuyanka Myth (CTH 321), and a fragment naming Alluwamma (CTH 23). Section 6 presents the single known case of kuid-a in a verbal clause, and in section 7 I propose a new analysis of yet another passage from the Palace Chronicles. Sections 8 and 9 contain a linguistic analysis and the conclusion, respectively.

2. Previous interpretations

² Elsewhere (Goedegebuure 1998:241 n. 21) I described the function of kuid-a as merely highlighting the left-dislocated constituent, without further discussion.
The instances of OH topic-introducing *kuit* that I have identified have usually been translated as ‘because’\(^3\), presumably because the subordinator *kuit* introduces background clauses that may serve as the reason or motivation for the state of affairs of the following main clause, as in ex. 7:

7  KUB 31.121a ii 11’-12’ (NH, Muršili II, CTH 379)

———

\(^3\) Not every initial *ku-i-ta/ku-i-da* is topic-introducing *kuida* ‘but as for’. Relatives may also appear clause-initially with -*a*, e.g. as subject in KBo 53.10 ii 8 (MH/MS), and object in KUB 36.83 iv 6’ (NS) (for more references see Dardano 1997:74 fn. 16). Such relatives will not be further discussed here. The remaining instances of *ku-i-ta/ku-i-da* in fragmentary context that are either topic-introducing *kuida* or something else are: Bo 7703:3’ (CTH 8, OH) *ku-i-da* (mentioned in Soysal 2005:143); KUB 12.66 iii 2’ (CTH 321, OH/NS) *ku-i-t[a …];* KUB 34.51:11’ (CTH 370, pre-NH/NS) *ku-i-ta dandukešni[ … ];* KBo 17.49:5’ (CTH 670, OH/pre-NS) *ku-i-ta LUGAL-u[š …];* KBo 38.188 r.col. 6’ (CTH 458, MS?) *ku-i-ta=duduza […]*; KBo 39.272:6” (CTH 832) *ku-i-da É […]*; KUB 36.109:8’ (CTH 275, MH/MS) [*k]u-i-ta ŠEŠ.MEŠ-ŠU\(^{LU,MEŠ}\) gainaš-šiš na-a[t …]. For the reading *ku-i-ta* in KUB 36.109:8’ also see Miller 2013:162, 355 n. 106, *pace* Christiansen 2012:318 (reading *ku-it-ta*), Carruba 1977:190 (reading *ku-i-ša*).
[He] sent Lupakki and Tarḫuntazalma[, and] they beat those countries. §

Now, the king of Egypt died in those [day]s.

ammuk-ma  kuit  nū[wa] TUR~a-š  eš-un
1S:NOM-but given.that/because still child-NOM.S.C be-1S.PST

nu  ŪL  šagga-š[h]{u⊓n}
CONN not know-1S.PST

But **given that/because** I was still a child, I did not know (whether the king of Egypt had made a plea against my [father] because of those countries or whether he did not [do] anything)

But, as suspected by Inglese (2016:111-3), causal *kuit* did not yet exist in Old Hittite. Inglese (l.c.) has collected three instances of this alleged Old Hittite causal *kuit* followed by *-a/-ma*, all attested in the Palace Chronicles (KBo 3.34). With good reason he expresses strong doubts about a causal function for these tokens of *kuit*. One passage in particular (KBo 3.34 ii 27-29) clearly illustrates the grammatical and interpretative difficulties involved. Among the, at least, nine different and contradicting analyses, there is not just disagreement regarding the correct translation and syntactic status of our lexeme, but even regarding the shape of the lexeme as either *kuit* followed by *-a/-ma* or as *kuida/kuita*.

In what follows I attempt to represent and compare the many different approaches. In order to do so I divided the clauses into smaller units and marked
each unit with a letter (for the glossing of the passage and the translation, see ex. 22c):

8  a  ta išpanti ḫalziššanzi
   b  daīš-šan ANŠE.KUR.RA-aš
   c  kuida
   d  LŪ.MEŠ KUŠ
   e  āmmijantu(š)-šmuš
   f  n-šIšputašinaraš manijahḫieškizzi
   g  GI-an GIŠ UMBIN ḫašḫaššuar GIŠ PAN¹⁴ appātar
   h  n-š apāš annanut

A combination of letters such as (a, b+c+d+e) forms a code that needs to be read off as follows: the five units a to e form two clauses, one consisting of unit a, the other of units b+c+d+e:

9  clause 1: ta išpanti ḫalziššanzi
    clause 2: da-iš-šan ANŠE.KUR.RA-aš kuida LŪ.MEŠ KUŠ āmmijantu(š)-šmuš

⁴ For the reading PAN¹ instead of TUKUL, see Starke 1995:136 n. 290.
This is the solution offered by Beal (1992:536), who translates “They are always calling at night, because he places/placed\(^5\) their young Chariot-Fighters for?/on? horses,” followed by Weeden (2011:159) with the slightly different translation “because he put (assigned?) their immature LÚ.MEŠ IŠ on (to?) horses, (and Isputas-Inara kept on (hist. pres.) instructing them).” Because of its sentence internal position, I assume that these editors analyzed unit \(c, ku-i-da\), as a unified lexeme \(kuida\).\(^6\) Inglese sees a unified lexeme as well (2016:112 n. 45) and translates it as “since”:

\[
10 \quad (b+c+d-e-, f+g): \textbf{Since} (he) put the man to the chariots, the young ones among them, Ispudasinara instructed them in the opening of the axles of the wheel and in the holding of weaponry,” Inglese 2016:111-2. It seems that
\]

\(^5\) Beal offers a translation both of the present tense \(daî(\#ššan)\) and the past tense \(daîš(\#ššan)\).

\(^6\) Since most editors do not discuss the formal features of \(ku-i-da\), this conjecture is only based on the combination of the position of \(ku-i-da\) mid-clause and a translation without a conjunction such as ‘and’ or ‘but’.
“the man” represents unit $d$. Note, however, that Inglese is inclined to treat $kuit$ as a relative that introduces explicative clauses.

The translation ‘because’ is also proposed by those who separate -$a$ from $kuit$. We find the following:

11 (b+c, d+e+f): “Aber weil er (die Mannschaften) zu den Pferdengespannen stellte, lehrte Išpudašinara ihre jungen Streitwagenkämpfer,” Gilan 2015:123.

12 (b+c+d+e, f): “E poiché pone sui cavalli i miei IŠ piccoli (= inesperti??), allora Isputa-Inara continua a sorvegliarri,” Daddi Pecchioli 1975:120-1 (who notes that the sentence internal position of $kuida$ is “alquanto irregolare,” p. 121 n. 96).

Unified $kuida$ has also been translated as a temporal subordinating conjunction:

13 (b+c+d+e, f): “Nachdem er meine jungen Wagenlenker auf die Pferde aufsitzen ließ, wird (ebenfalls) Isputasinara sie ständig beaufsichtigen!” Soysal 1989:85, also see Zeilfelder 2001:86, Dardano 1997:74 (“dopoché”), 106 (“Dopo aver disposto sui carri i conducenti, in particolare gli inesperti tra di loro […]], Ispudasinara li addestrava”).
In one case we find *kuida* as a generalizing adverb in a main clause:

14  (b+c+d+e): “Er stellte **vor allem** die jungen [...] Streitwagenkämpfer zu den Pferde(gespannen),” Klinger 2001:64.

In another case *kuid-a* serves as an apposition to the charioteers:

15  (b+c+d+e): “**And** he placed my small (= few?) charioteers, **all being counted**, on their chariots,” Josephson 1972:237.

Or *kuit* is not translated at all:

16  (a, b+c+d-e-, f+g): “// e (questi) nel corso della notte impartiscono ripetutamenti (gli ordini);” (Marazzi 2002:508). “E, avendo collocato sui rispettivi carri i conducenti // - quelli dei loro (scil. dei due comandanti) inesperti -, Išputašinara ne cura il rispettivo addestramento: // come estrarre le frecce (all’altezza) della ruota, come afferrare l’arco” (Marazzi 2002:509-10). It seems that Marazzi takes *kuit* as a subordinator that allows the translation of a finite clause as a participial construction.
Finally, Neu (1995:234) and Soysal (2005:143; 2006:15) translate *kuida* as “but as for the fact (that),” without offering context.

In other passages *kuida* has been translated as paratactic ‘therefore’ (CHD P, 161b: “Therefore they elevated a barber’s chair for Šuppiuman and Marašša” KBo 3.34 ii 24-25); and finally, we also encounter *kuida* as a general relative pronoun ‘what(so)ever’ (e.g., HED K, 223: “whatever is wound around their finger,” KBo 17.3 iv 28. For further discussion see section 5).

To summarize, the sequence *ku-i-da* has been analyzed as a single lexeme *kuida*, in which manifestation it is translated as general relative pronoun ‘what(so)ever’, subordinating causal ‘because, since’ (9, 10), temporal ‘after’ (13), or paratactic ‘therefore’; it is taken as generalizing adverb in a main clause (14); or it is simply left untranslated (16). Others analyze *ku-i-da* as *kuit* plus the adversative particle -a/-ma, translating *kuit* as a subordinating conjunction ‘because’ (11, 12), ‘as for the fact that’ (17), or as apposition in a main clause (15).

The editors of KBo 3.34 ii 27-29 struggled with much more than just finding the correct translation and the correct form of *kuid(ə)a*. For those who take *kuid(ə)a* as subordinating, does the *kuid(ə)a* clause connect to the preceding (ex. 9) or following clause (the rest)? Who is the subject of *dai*- ‘to put’? Is it Išpudašinar or someone else? Is the verb *dai*- in the past or present tense? And if we follow
Beal and Weeden, what exactly is the causal relation between “calling at night” and “putting on horses”? If we follow the others, what exactly is the causal relation between “someone (but who?) putting young charioteers on horses” and “Ispudasinar training them”? One can therefore understand why a substantial number of editors have abandoned the causal interpretation.

3. Formal analysis of ku-i-da

Before we continue with a functional analysis, we need to reject kuida as a single lexeme. Presumably (because this is never made explicit), the analysis of kuida with causal meaning as a unified lexeme (ex. 9, 10) is inspired by the endings of the Old Hittite causal pronominal demonstrative apēda ‘therefore’ and the adverbial phrases kuwatta(n) šer ‘for what reason, why’ and apadda(n) šer ‘for that reason, therefore’. The form apeda is more archaic than apadda(n), and one could surmise that kuwatta(n) might also have had a forerunner. Given the alleged causal meaning of kuida as ‘for what reason = because’, this form might thus very well fill the empty slot in the proportion ‘archaic x : apeda = innovated kuwatta(n) šer : apadda(n) šer’ and thus be the forerunner of kuwatta(n). The formal issue with this equivalence is that the form should have been *kueda. All other oblique cases of the relative are built on the stem kue-, and this should have been the case here as well. Also, if kuida were a generalizing adverb (ex. 14) or a
relative pronoun (e.g., HED K, 223) one would expect reduplication of the final consonant.\textsuperscript{7}

Thus, we need to parse \textit{ku-i-da} as \textit{kuit} followed by \textit{ṣa}. In Old Hittite \textit{-a/-ma} almost always cliticizes to the first word of the clause. Even though delayed \textit{-a/-ma} is acceptable under certain conditions (Sideltsev & Molina 2015), \textit{kuidṣa} in the middle of the clause is ungrammatical (Inglese 2016:112 n. 45). Accepting this and taking it as a non-negotiable point of departure, this necessarily leads to a very different organization of the clauses in every instance of \textit{kuidṣa}. With respect to KBo 3.34 ii 27-29, \textit{daīššan/daīššaṣan ANŠE.KUR._RA-aš} is now a complete clause (ex. 8b), and \textit{kuidṣa\textsuperscript{LŪ.MEŠ}KUS\textsuperscript{ʔ}āmmijantuṣšmuṣ} (8c+d+e) is no longer part of a verbal clause but needs to be treated as a left-dislocated constituent, with resumption by the clitic pronoun \textit{-uš} in the main clause (f) (glosses and translation are presented in ex. 22c):

\textsuperscript{7} This is despite the listings of \textit{kuiša imma kuš} and \textit{kuita imma kuit} in HED K, 223. In each case the alleged \textit{-a} is hidden in the spelling \textit{ku-i-ša-aš} or \textit{ku-i-ta-at} and occurs in a postposed elaborative clause. Since such clauses are often asyndetically joined with the preceding clause (Hoffner and Melchert 2008:403), we should analyze these forms as \textit{kuišaš} and \textit{kuitaš}. 
4. Conclusive evidence: a new join, and a reanalysis of KBo 3.34 ii 22-32

A recent join (see Goedegebuure 2017) shows that kuid-ša not merely occurs in clause-initial position but indeed introduces a constituent outside and to the left of the main clause. The beginning of one of the Rituals of Thunder (CTH 631) describes how the princes, princesses, the nobility and distinguished visitors are led out of the assembly hall when it thunders (KBo 20.61 + KBo 34.185 i 1-5, OH/MS):

19 When the king and queen sit in grand assembly, and afterward the Storm-god thunders, the princes, princesses, grandees and those distinguished visitors that sit before the king are made to stand, and the staff bearers lead them out (of the assembly hall).
The next paragraph starts with *kuido* (i 6) but was damaged beyond restoration before the discovery of the join. The added fragment, KBo 31.183, now provides the missing left halves of lines i 7-18, fully restoring the context of *kuido*. While the preceding paragraph (ex. 19) describes how all the nobles and royals, except king and queen, are led out of the assembly hall, the paragraph starting with *kuido* discusses the actions of the performers among the staff and the preparations for the ritual acts with king and queen (here already translated with *kuit* as ‘as for’. (The passage is glossed in ex. 21):

20 § 6 *kuit* LÚ.MEŠ GIŠ ᵁNANNA.ḪI.A Û LÚ.MEŠ ALAN.ZU₉ LÚ.MEŠ ᵁhalli̱jarî es andurza AŠAR-ŠUNU-pat ᵁharkanzi n-ašta][AN][A] LUGAL MUNUS.LUGAL DUMU.MEŠ É.GAL ⁹ Ġinuṣaš G[ADA.ḪI.A da]nzi

“But as for the lyre players and the performers (and) the cantors, they just keep their positions inside. The palace attendants remove the napkins (lit. knee-cloths) from the king and queen.”

With *kuido* as ‘because’ this would translate as: “But *because* the lyre players and the performers (and) the cantors just keep their positions inside (the hall), the palace attendants remove the napkins from the king and queen.” This makes no sense: there is no logical connection between the two states of affairs.
Another option would be to translate *kuid-a* as temporal ‘after’ (compare ex. 13 for this meaning): “But **after** the lyre players and the performers (and) the cantors just keep their positions inside (the hall), the palace attendants remove the napkins from the king and queen.” This translation, while certainly better than ‘because’, is still very awkward. The subordinate clause, in the present tense, expresses the *continuation* of a state, which directly contradicts what is required by ‘after’, namely entering the state and having completed that action (“after they have taken up their positions (and are now keeping them”).

Irrespective of such semantic clashes, these translations ignore that ‘keeping their positions inside’ is the main assertion, in other words, *andurza AŠAR-ŠUNU*-*pat ḫarkanzi* “they just hold their positions inside” has to be part of the main clause. In this case, it contrasts with the previous assertion of shepherding the nobility out of the assembly hall: it is new information, not background information. This has been correctly observed by Barsacchi (2017:101), but his solution is to translate *kuit-a* as a temporal adverb *nel frattempo* ‘in the meantime’ in a main clause. Unfortunately this solution only works for this passage and KBo 3.34 ii 24 (*kuid-a* Ṣuppiumni ṢMarāšša-ja GlŠU.A LUŠU.I *parku ier* “In the meantime they set up high a barber’s seat for Ṣuppiuman and Marašša”. I will present a different translation in ex. 22b).

The only analysis that does justice to the subordinating nature of *kuit* while at the same time preserving ‘they just hold their positions inside’ as the
main assertion, is to let *kuit* introduce the performers as a new topic to the left of the clause, with -*a* in its topic shifting function. This way, both the new topic and their actions are contrasted with a preceding topic and their actions (the contrasted topics are boldface, the contrasted actions underlined):

21a **Topic 1**

```
nu  DUMU.MEŠ  LUGAL (3)  DUMU.MUNUS.MEŠ  LUGAL
CONN  child.PL  king  child.woman.PL  king
LÚ.MEŠ  DUGUD-TIM  LÚ.MEŠ  UBARUTIM (4)  PANI  LUGAL  kui-ēš
important.people  foreigners  before  king  REL-NOM.PL.C
aš-anzi  n-uš  ar-nu-ansi
sit-3PL.NPST  CONN-3ACC.PL.C  stand-CAUSE-3PL.NPST
(5)  n-uš-kan  LÚ.MEŠ  GiŠGIDRU  parā  pehud-anzi
CONN-3ACC.PL.C-PTCL  man.PL  staff  forth  lead-3PL.NPST
```

The *princes, princesses, grandees and the distinguished visitors* who sit before the king, they make them stand, and the staff bearers lead them out (of the assembly hall).

21b **Topic 2**

```
(6)  kuit-a  LÚ.MEŠ  GiŠ aINANNA.ḪI.A  Ḫ  LÚ.MEŠ  ALAN.ZU9
```

---

20
as.for-but man.PL wood Inanna.PL and man.PL performer

(7) LÚ.MEŠ ḫalliḫa-eš # ø andurza AŠAR-SUNU-pat

man.PL cantor-NOM.PL.C (they) inside place=their=just hold-3PL.NPST

But as for the lyre players and the performers (and) the cantors,
they just keep their positions inside (the assembly hall).

Applying the same solution to kuid-a in KBo 3.34 ii 24 and 27-28, and taking the larger context into account, we now have a stretch of discourse with three panels describing the activities of three different sets of referents (bold face), each set the discourse topic of its panel:

22a The king took Išpudaš-Inar (the potter), (and) Šuppiuma and Marašša. The latter two (lit. they) were the overseers of the chariot-fighters.

**Topic 1:** about Išpudašinar and his actions as chief

Person  apû-na (23) uralla-(n)-šm-an ie-t

3S-ACC.C=but chief-ACC.S.C=their-ACC.S.C make-3S.PST

Actions išpant-i laḫḫem-uš ḫue-ški-zzi

night-LOC.S test.run-ACC.PL.C run-ITER-3S.NPST

Goal (24) ta wašta-uš wem-er
but he made him (Išpudaš-Inar), surprisingly, their chief\(^8\). He always runs test-runs at night, so that they could find mistakes.

---

\(^8\) The hapax \(\text{Lú}^{*}\text{uralla-}\) has been translated as ‘horse-trainer’ (Kloekhorst 2008:926; also see HEG U, 92 for discussion, with literature). Because Išpudaš-Inar trains the chariot-fighters, not the horses, Beal (1992:357, 537-8) opts for ‘training sergeant’, who is a subordinate to the UGULA 1 \(LI-s\) Šuppiuman and Marašša. This, however, does not do justice to the surprise as indicated by \(\text{apūn-a}\) (ex. 22a, Person clause), and also not to the likewise unexpected situation that Išpudaš-Inar himself teaches the inexperienced chariot-fighters the basics of archery, as indicated by the use of \(\text{apāš}\) (ex. 22c, Action clauses). This situation is only unexpected if Išpudaš-Inar is not a subordinate of Šuppiuman and Marašša, but their superior. There is support for the superior rank of Išpudaš-Inar if we analyze \(\text{uralla-}\) as ‘chief’. The morpheme -\(\text{alla-}\) shows that it is a Luwian formation, which allows us to take \(\text{ura-}\) as the Luwian lexeme ‘great’. I also suggest \(\text{uralla-}\) is the word behind GAL in GAL \(\text{LÚ.MES\text{NP}}\) (and not \(\text{šalli-}\) or \(\text{ḥantezzi-}\)), thus \(\text{uralla(n)šman} = \text{GALšŠUNU}\).
22b  **Topic 2:** about Šuppiuman and Marašša and their training of the chariot-fighters

Persons  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persons</th>
<th>kuid-a</th>
<th>[Šuppiumn⁻i  Maraššazja]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>as.for</td>
<td>Š.-DAT.S</td>
<td>M.-DAT.S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Actions  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions</th>
<th># (25) ti</th>
<th>GuiŠÜ.A</th>
<th>LUSU.I</th>
<th>parku</th>
<th>i-er</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(for them)</td>
<td>chair</td>
<td>barber</td>
<td>high:NOM-ACC.N</td>
<td>make-3PL.PST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apū-n</td>
<td>ubatij-ašš-aš</td>
<td>peran ašeš-er</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3S-ACC.S.C</td>
<td>unit-GEN.S</td>
<td>his-GEN.S</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>seat-3PL.PST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>(26) apū-nn-a</th>
<th>ubatij-ašš-anzi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3S-ACC.S.C</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>unit-GEN.S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goal  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>(27) ti</th>
<th>išpant-i</th>
<th>ḥalz-išš-anzi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONN</td>
<td>night-LOC.S</td>
<td>call-ITER-3PL.NPST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daī-οशšan</td>
<td>ANŠE.KUR.RA-aš</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>put-2S.IMP&gt;PTCL</td>
<td>chariot (lit. horse)-DAT.PL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But as for Šuppiuman and Marašša, (for them) a barber’s seat was set up high: One was seated in front of his unit and the other was seated in

---

9 Unfortunately for the current argument, beneficiaries are often not expressed in Old Hittite.
front of (his) unit, so that they could call at night: “Place (some chariot fighters) on the chariots!”

22c  **Topic 3:** the young chariot-fighters and their training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persons</th>
<th>kuid-a</th>
<th>[LÚ,MEŠKUŠ₇ (28) āmmijant-uššm-uš]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>as.for</td>
<td>but</td>
<td>charioteer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>n-uš</td>
<td>ⁿšputašinar-a-š</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONN³PL.ACC</td>
<td>L.-NOM.S.C</td>
<td>manage-ITER-3S.NPST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(29) GI-an  GIŠUMBIN  haššaššuar¹⁰  GIŠPAN¹  appātar

arrow-ACC.S.C  umbin.tool  polishing:NOM-ACC.N  bow  holding:NOM-ACC.N

n-uš  apā-š  annanu-t

CONN³PL.ACC  3S-NOM.S.C  train-3S.PST

…

¹⁰ I take GIŠUMBIN  haššaššuar as the equivalent of GIŠUMBIN TAR = Akk. gulluba ‘to cut with the GIŠUMBIN tool > to shave’ (CAD G, 129), hence GI-an

GIŠUMBIN  haššaššuar simply means ‘the polishing (of) the arrow(s)’ (for haššaš- ‘to polish’, see HW² H, 419). I do not believe that the actual GIŠUMBIN ‘wheel’ of the chariot or a sharpening-wheel is involved in the training of the chariot-fighters. For different interpretations that do take GIŠUMBIN as a wheel, see e.g., Beal 1992:550-2, Dardano 1997:108, Marazzi 2002:511.
But as for their young chariot-fighters, Išpudaš-Inar is in charge of them. The polishing of the arrow, the holding of the bow, it is he (instead of Šuppiuman and Marašša) who trained them. (One he (further) trained, and others the father of the king gave to Nakkili, Chief of the Cupbearers, others he gave to Huzzi, Chief of the Heralds, yet others to Kizzu, Chief of the Bodyguards,) in order to make them skilled (?).

Topic 1 deals with the position and function of Išpudaš-Inar. The king has appointed Išpudaš-Inar, formerly a potter (ḫuprala-), as the chief of Šuppiuman and Marašša, the overseers of the chariot-fighters. Išpudaš-Inar sees to it that Šuppiuman and Marašša run tests at night for training purposes. The next topic is about Šuppiuman and Marašša as overseers, and how they will perform those tests. For whatever reason they are seated on high barber chairs, and at night they call for the chariot-fighters to take their stand on the chariot. I analyze the verb 

dai- as an imperative in direct speech, introduced by ḫalziššanzi ‘they call’.

Finally, topic 3 is about the inexperienced chariot-fighters, who are not yet ready for the chariots. They first need to learn how to polish an arrow and hold the bow before they can take their stand on the chariot. Against expectations Išpudaš-Inar
is the one to take on their basic training, instead of Šuppiuman and Marašša. This counter-expectation is overtly marked by the use of apāš in Replacing Focus\textsuperscript{11} in KBo 3.34 ii 29.

Based on exx. 21b, 22b and 22c, we can extract the following formal and functional properties for \textit{kuid‧a}:

1. \textit{kuit‧a/kuid‧a} introduces a left-dislocated (or extra-clausal) constituent;
2. the left-dislocated constituent can be resumed in the main clause by a clitic, see Topic 3 above;
3. the left-dislocated constituent is already marked for the role it will have in the following main clause;
4. The left-dislocated constituent does not just indicate a topic shift, but marks a contrastive topic. In all instances it stands in contrast with a preceding topic.
5. The referent(s) of the left-dislocated constituent are sometimes new to the discourse (ex. 21b, 22c), but if so, they are still part of the common ground, though inactive in the discourse. The performers are expected to be present in the assembly hall for entertainment (ex. 21b), and the young

\textsuperscript{11} For this concept, see Goedegebuure 2014:382-408.
chariot-fighters (ex. 22c) are a subset of the chariot-fighters mentioned in
ex. 22a.

5. Additional cases of kuid-a introducing noun phrases
With these five properties in hand we can now try to explain the other instances of
kuid-a, most of which occur in contexts that likewise have caused problems of
analysis and interpretation.

As with the Palace chronicles (KBo 3.34), kuit-a in the ritual KBo 17.3 iv
28\textsuperscript{12} (CTH 416) has led to as many different analyses as there are editors.\textsuperscript{13} The
original editors of the text (Otten & Souček 1969:39) assumed that kuit was a
relative pronoun in a preposed relative clause, with -a somehow in the middle of
the clause and the predicate hulalian also in a highly unusual clause-internal
position:

\textsuperscript{12} Previously discussed in Goedegebuure 2014:442 with n. 476 and Goedegebuure
2007:308.

\textsuperscript{13} Montuori (2017), who provides the most recent edition, erroneously reads ki-it-
ta instead of ku-i-ta in KBo 17.3 iv 28.
In such a construction kuit should have been analyzed as a relative adjective
modifying the ears (ḫaršārra) of barley and spelt, but the breaking of the nexus
between these two phrases by anda and the use of -ja ‘also’ on haršār seems to
have led the editors to treat the noun phrase ḫalkiaša ZÌZḪI.A-ša ḫaršārra as
appositional, clarifying the referent of kuit. Under their analysis the resumption of
kuit is apat. Puhvel (HED Ḫ, 3), on the other hand, connects the relative clause to
the preceding clause (later, in HED K, 223, Puhvel takes kuita as ‘whatever’):

24 ta ḫāḫallit(28) gāpinan dāḥhe  with h. I take the thread
kalulupišmi ḥulalian kuita anda and what is wound on their
finger[s].

Contextually neither solution works. The ritual is completely preserved from the
beginning up to this passage, and it is clear that the ears were never tied to the
fingers of the king and queen. The fingers are only wrapped with the colored cops of yarn,\textsuperscript{14} while the ears are simply bound in sheaves. Ex. 25 shows the sequence of events. Siglum D tracks the ears, while A tracks the cops:

\begin{verbatim}
25  Translation of KBo 17.3+ iv 10-19, with dupl. KBo 17.1+ iv 14-22 (§ 43)
When I take pain, woe and anxieties from the king and queen, the queen gives me
(Aa) five small cops of yarn (5 gāpinan): one white, one black, one red, one yellow/green, and one blue woollen (cop).
\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{14} Against all dictionaries and lexicons, gapina- does not mean ‘thread’, but ‘cop (of yarn)’. This translation is based on the fact that the verb kapinai- ‘to make a gapina-’ (denominative -ai- verb of gapina-) in KBo 47.4:6’ (CTH 402) and ḫulaliya- ‘to wrap’ are used as synonyms (e.g., KBo 12.126 + KUB 24.9 i 49, CTH 402). If gapina- had meant ‘thread’, then kapinai- should have meant ‘to make into a thread’, but the alternation with ḫulaliya- in the same context blocks this meaning. Because of this equivalence kapinai- means ‘to make into something wrapped’, hence gapina- is wrapped yarn, thus a cop of yarn. The Luwian analogue of gapina- is SÍGšurit(a)- (see Nikolaev 2017 for etymological discussion of the latter; šurit(a)- is related to Greek σφαῖρα, or sphere).
(Ab) Along with (that) there is one (piece of) wood, with five twigs (lit. five (are) its twigs). I suspend one cop from a twig each\textsuperscript{15}.

(B) (There are) two small woodpiles.

(C) With mud-plaster and with l[a]r[d]\textsuperscript{16} I form one figurine of clay.

(D) (There are) ears of barley, bound (into a sheaf), and ears of spelt, bound (into a sheaf).

(A+B+C+D) I place all these (items) in a basket and place them at the head(rests) of the king and queen. I throw a cloth on top so that no one will see them.

\textsuperscript{15} Presumably by attaching a thread from the cop at a branch. The cop itself is left dangling, as the verb \textit{kank-} ‘to suspend, hang’ indicates.

\textsuperscript{16} The sign remnants in KBo 17.1 iv 19 allow the reading \textit{f[1]}\textit{A[H-}it-ta ‘and with lard (lit. pork fat)’, compare the hand copy \includegraphics{image.png} with \includegraphics{image.png} (HZL nr. 72). For the mixing of animal fat with clay see \textit{man warkan ulinī anda imi}\textit{enun} ‘I could have mixed the fat into the clay’ KBo 3.46 ii 13’ (OH/NS, CTH 13).
The next day, at dawn, the ritual practitioner and an assistant, who is deaf, enter the premises (presumably the bedroom) and pick up the four sets of items from the basket while the king and queen are still present. The ritual continues:

Translation of KBo 17.3+ iv 23-27, with dupl. KBo 17.1+ iv 26-31 (§ 44-45)

(Aa) Then I wrap their digits with the cops, (that is, the digits) of their hands,\(^\text{17}\)

(Ab) while I hold the branch

(C) and the figurine.

(B) But (as for) the wood piles, one set is placed at the feet of the king and one set is placed (at the feet) of the queen.

(C) (§ 45) Then I say to the figure: “Take the king’s and queen’s woe, pain and their anxieties,”

\(^\text{17}\) Since we are only dealing with five cops, not ten, the king and queen must press one hand each against a hand of the other, so that the five fingers of one hand each are aligned. The five cops, still attached to the branch by means of a thread, are then wrapped around (i.e., stuck on) each pair of fingers.
After the figurine is asked to absorb the physical and emotional burdens of the king and queen, the ritual practitioner takes hold of one of the cops of yarn (ex. 24).\textsuperscript{18} The cops are the \textit{only} objects wrapped around the fingers, invalidating the translations in ex. 23 and 24.

The last action with the cops in complete context is the unraveling or unspooling of the cops by means of the fingers and the twig (\textit{gāpinan kalulupi(t)-}šmet ūḫḫallit mārkaḥḥi, KBo 17.3+ iv 30). That means that before this act the cops were still attached to the twig and the fingers of king and queen when the ears are placed at their feet.

This sequence of events invalidates yet another suggestion. Starke (1977:178) assumes that not only the ears of grain and barley are placed at the feet of the king and queen, but also the cops (similarly Mouton 2016:85):

\begin{quote}
27 \textit{kalulupi-šmi ḫulalian kuita} (Nun liegt auch das,) \textbf{sowohl was an ihren Fingern (Sg.) gewickelt (war) anda} (und zwar) hinein
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{18} I imagine that this could be achieved by touching one of the cops with the branch with the five twigs—now called ūḫḫal ‘bush’—, to which the cops are still attached by means of a thread.
This is of course impossible if the cops are still wound around the fingers of king and queen (unless we assume that king and queen somehow placed their still connected hands next to their feet on the floor. If so, this is left implicit, and therefore seems very unlikely, let alone that it is a quite disgraceful position).

Meacham (2000:65, ex. 28) and Boley (2007:121; ex. 29) provide contextually acceptable solutions, although it is unclear if Meacham seems to introduce another referent with “what(ever) is wound around their finger(s),” or whether he treats the relative clause as appositional to gapina-:

28 ta ḫāḫallit (28) ḡāpinan dāḥhe and with the twig I take the thread,
kalulupišmi ḫulalian kuita anda what(ever) is wound around their finger(s),

Boley’s (2007:121) sentence parsing is therefore to be preferred, despite the gender mismatch between common gender ġāpina- and the neuter pronoun kuit and neuter participle ḫulalian. Whatever solution we choose, the gender mismatch remains:
and I take with a h. the string

which is bound on their finger,

Still, the syntax remains unusually convoluted. Because unusual word order often correlates with pragmatic prominence, fronted kalulupišmi ‘their finger’ and ḫulalian ‘wrapped’ are presumably brought to prominence, but in this case, it is unclear why the wrapped finger needs to be brought to prominence. However, if we take the -a on kuit-a seriously, kuit-a should be clause initial. Only the phrase kalulupišmi ḫulalian is now appositional and serves to remind the audience that the cops are still wound around the fingers. The words kuit-a anda now have to form an extra-clausal constituent with ḫalkiaš-a ZIrHA-š-a ḫaršārr-a.

The resulting sentence shows the same grammatical features and discourse structure as the other kuid-a sentences: an extra-clausal constituent introduced by kuid-a is resumed in the immediately following main clause by means of an

---

19 Houwink ten Cate’s (1973:122 fn.16) solution to read an instrumental ku-i-ta-an-da and translate “And I take with the h. the thread with which (ku-i-ta!-an-da) a winding has been made around their finger(s)” does not solve this problem.
element in the same case (ex. 30c), and again the kuida constituent contrasts with a preceding topic (KBo 17.3+ iv 25-29, with dupl. KBo 17.1+ iv 28-33 (§ 44-45):

30a  **Topic 1:** (B) positioning the two woodpiles

(25) *gis*ḫarp-₃₃*ma*

heap-NOM-ACC.PL.N\*but

# \(1\)-ant⁻₃₁  LUGAL-₃₉ GİRši \(ki\)-tta

1-IND-NOM.-ACC.PL.N king-GEN.S foot-his:LOC.S lie-3S.NPST

MUNUS.LUGAL-₃₃  \(1\)-ant⁻₃₁ \(ki\)-tta  \(26\)

queen-GEN.S\#and  1-IND-NOM.-ACC.PL.N lie-3S.NPST

But (as for) the wood piles, one set *is placed at the feet* of the king and one set *is placed (at the feet)* of the queen.

30b  Conjuration and accompanying act of touching one of the cops (Aa) with the brush (Ab). The ritual practitioner thus serves as a conduit between image (C) and the royal patients:

* ta ḥāḥall-ità \(28\) gāpina-*n dā-hē*
(Then I say: “Take the king’s and queen’s woe, pain and their anxieties.”) Then with the brush I single out a cop, (still) wrapped around their finger(s).

30c **Topic 2:** (D) positioning the sheaves of barley and spelt ears

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kuit-a</th>
<th>anda (29)</th>
<th>ḫalki-aš-a</th>
<th>ZÎZḪI.A-š-a</th>
<th>ḫaršārrsa, 21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>as.for-but</td>
<td>together</td>
<td>barley-GEN.S-but</td>
<td>emmer-GEN.S-and</td>
<td>head:NOM.-ACC.PL.N-also</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# nu apa-ttsa

GÎRŠUNU ki-tta

20 Meacham (2000:65) understands ḫalkijaša ZÎZḪI.A-š-a as “both of barley and of emmer,” but this requires an emendation of ḫalkijaša to ḫalkijaš<š>a for both KBo 17.3 iv 29 and its duplicate KBo 17.1+ iv 33, with the expected reduplication of the consonant to which -ja “and, also” cliticizes. Instead of suggesting the same mistake in two documents—unless one can prove that one is written off the other—, it seems better to treat -a as -a/-ma and not as -ja. For another repetition of -a/-ma in the extra-clausal constituent, see ex. 33.

21 The focal particle -ja ‘also’ is already marking the additive focus in the left-dislocation. This is theoretically important, because not only case but also pragmatic roles seem to be marked in the left-dislocated element.
Now, as for the combination of (*anda*) **ears, too, of barley and emmer**, that *too* is placed at their feet.

To use the list of five features:

1. *kuit-a/kuid-a* introduces a left-dislocated (or extra-clausal) constituent:
   
   *kuit-a anda ḫalkiaš-a ŽĪZ[^1]Ḫ.Ā-š-a ḫaršārr-a*

2. the left-dislocated constituent is resumed in the main clause: the resumption is *apat*.

3. the left-dislocated constituent is already marked for the role it will have in the following main clause, which here is the nominative.

4. The left-dislocated constituent does not just indicate a topic shift, but marks a contrastive topic: the contrast is between the two piles of wood and the sheaves.

5. The referents are part of the common ground but are also relatively inactive: the sheaves were last mentioned in iv 19-20, two paragraphs before the current mention.

A secured sentence-initial *kuit-a* occurs in the Illuyanka myth CTH 321, in yet another opaque context. In all treatments *kuit* is translated as causal.
conjunction (KUB 12.66 iv 18’-23’, w. dupl. KUB 17.6 iv 12-18, KBo 3.7 iv 15’-21’):

31  nu DINGIR.MEŠ-naš dapiaš ŠA URU kāštama ḏzašhapūnāš šalliš
§ kuita ḏzalinuišaš DAM-ZU ḏtazzuwašiš šašanza-šiš kē 3 LU.MEŠ INA

URU tanipiija ašanzi

22 Beckman 1982:20: “Because she is the wife of Zali(ya)nu, (and) Tazzuwašši is his concubine, these three persons will remain in (the town of) Tanipiya”; Haas 2006:101: “Und weil sie des Zali(ya)nu Gemahlin ist, und Tazzuwassi seine Geliebte ist, bleiben diese drei in (der Stadt) Tanipiya”; Hoffner 1998:14: “Because she is the wife of Zaliyanu, and Tazzuwasi is (his) concubine, these three men (i.e., unnamed GUDU-priests?) remain in the town of Tanipiya”; Mouton 2016:457: “Du fait qu’elle est l’épouse de Zaliyanu (et que) Tazzuwaši (est) sa concubine, ces trois hommes s’installeront dans le ville de Tanipiya”; Pecchioli Daddi and Polvani 1990:54: “E poiché è la sposa di Zali(ya)nu e Tazzuwašši ne è la concubina, […] queste tre divinità (lett.: persone) restano nella città di Tanibiya”; Rieken et al. (ed.), hethiter.net/: CTH 321 (TX 2012-06-08, TRde 2012-06-08): “Weil sie aber Zaliyanus Frau (ist und) Tazzuwaši seine Konkubine, sind diese drei Personen in der Stadt Tanipiya.”
Zašḫapuna (the wife of Zalinu) is the greatest among all the gods of Kaštama. § Now, because she is the wife of Zalinuiš, (and) Tazzuwaši is his concubine, these three “persons” stay in Tanipiya.

Formally the structure is clear. The string kuit⸗a ḏzalinuišaš DAM⸗ZU ḏtazzuwašiš šašanza-šiš is subordinate to the main clause kē 3 LU.MEŠ INA ḏURU tanipiya ašanzi. Under the traditional analysis kuit is a causal subordinator, which means that kuit⸗a ḏzalinuišaš DAM⸗ZU ḏtazzuwašiš šašanza-šiš is a nominal clause, with DAM⸗ZU and šašanza-šiš serving as the nominal predicates for the subjects “she” (= Zašḫapuna) and Tazzuwaši, respectively. But this leads to problems of interpretation. The subject kē 3 LU.MEŠ ‘these three persons (representing the deities?)’ is now without referent. The proximal demonstrative kā- in anaphoric function usually tends to resume immediately preceding enumerations (Goedegebuure 2014:316-19). The list unfortunately consists of two deities only, so one would have to propose an emendation of ‘three’ to ‘two’ to mend the mismatch between causal clause and main clause.

Another issue is the lack of overt subject expression of Zašḫapuna in the subordinate clause. While I cannot claim this with 100% certainty for Hittite, across paragraph boundaries or at the beginning of a new discourse unit, continued discourse referents still need to be expressed by means of a noun phrase. The well-established cognitive reason for this is that the accessibility or
activation state of a referent diminishes at a discourse boundary. At the start of a new discourse unit, the referent needs to be reactivated by means of an expression that is heavier than a pronoun or zero.

These issues can be resolved if we take *kuit* as topic-introducing and *Zalinuišaš* as nominative instead of genitive. The number of referents in the *kuit* clause now matches the number of referents in the main clause, so we no longer need an emendation. And since DAMₘ𝑍U ‘his wife’ is no longer a nominal predicate ascribed to Zašḫapuna, but a separate referential act to this deity, the problem of the lack of expression of the subject has been resolved as well. In the absence of nominal predicates we are simply dealing with a left-dislocated constituent introduced by *kuit-a* (KUB 12.66 iv 18’-23’, w. dupl. KUB 17.6 iv 12-18, KBo 3.7 iv 15’-21’):

Thus say the gods to the priest, Mr. Tahpurili: “When we go to the Stormgod of Nerik, where shall we sit?” § Thus says the priest, Mr. Tahpurili: “How would you (all) sit on the basalt-throne?” So, like a priest they will cast for themselves the lot. The ‘priest’ that holds (the lot of) Zalinu shall sit on the basalt-throne set above the spring.

§ All the gods enter. They cast for themselves the lot.

\[
\text{nu DINGIR}^{\text{MES} \sim n-aš} \text{ dapi-aš ŠA }^{\text{URU} \sim kāštama} \text{ zašḫapūnā-š } \text{ šall[(i-š)]}
\]
Zašḫapuna is the greatest among all the gods of Kaštama. § Now, as for

Zalinuiša, his wife, (and) Tazzuwaši his concubine, these three

“persons” will stay (lit. will be) in Tanipiža.

From the perspective of referent accessibility, the use of names, noun phrases and epithets makes sense. The name Tazzuwaši is a first mention of this deity and she is therefore not accessible at this point in the text. Because of that she requires the most explicit markers of identification, not just presenting her name but also establishing her relationship to Zalinu. Zašḫapuna was mentioned in the immediately preceding sentence. Repetition of the name is not necessary, but since a paragraph line separates this previous mention from the kuit-clause, a noun phrase (DAMZU) is still the preferred means of expression over a pronoun. Finally, the last mention of Zalinu occurred in KUB 12.66 iv 14’, six clauses and
two paragraph lines removed. The reactivation of the referent requires a name, but since Zalinu had already been under discussion, there is no need for any further markers of identification.

To summarize:

1. *kuitَا/kuidَا* introduces a left-dislocated (or extra-clausal) constituent:

   *kuitَا Zalinuiḫaš DAMazu dTāzzuwašiš šašanzašiš* is no longer a full nominal clause, but a constituent consisting of three elements, Zalinu, his wife (Zašḫapuna), and Tazzuwaši.

2. The left-dislocated constituent is resumed in the main clause: the resumption of the three gods takes the shape of *kē 3 LÚ.MEŠ*. We do not need emendation of 3 to 2.

3. The left-dislocated constituent is already marked for the role it will have in the following main clause, which is the nominative.

4. The left-dislocated constituent does not just indicate a topic shift, but marks a contrastive topic: Here it seems that the contrast is between the triad, residing in Tanipiya, and the rest of the gods mentioned in the text, visiting the Storm God of Nerik.

5. The referents could all be considered part of the common ground, but are relatively inactive or new to the discourse: Tazzuwaši is completely new, and Zalinu had not been mentioned for a while. The
only active referent is Zaššapuna. In my view, this explains why the
text simply mentions DAM-ZU and does not repeat the name.

Despite the damaged context of the next example, only the restoration of
kuit leads to a grammatically acceptable sentence. Delayed -a/-ma, such as we see
here on šumaš, typically cooccurs with the conditionals takku or mān, našma ‘or’
and kui- forms (Sideltsev & Molina 2015:211 with further references), and is also
attested with kuit-a in ex. 34. The sign TA at the break in KUB 26.77 i 10
excludes restoring takku, mān and našma, which leaves only kuit. The string
kuit-a šumaš-ša ʰAlluwamna ʰḪarapšekišja could still be part of a verbal clause,
but that would leave unexplained the […]-x-š in i 11. We do not expect anything
to interrupt ‘you, Alluwamna and Ḫarapšeki with your children’. Because the sign
remnant in i 11 is consistent with a reading MA, we can restore [nu-uš-m]a-aš,
which both fits the space and provides the resumption of the extra-clausal
constituent:

33  KUB 26.77 i 10-11 (CTH 23, OH/NS)

But when the king se[nt?] Šanku (as a representative?) of the throne, [they]
kept the grain and wine. [H]e (i.e., the king?), surprisingly, [remained]
quiet.

(10) § [kui]t-a šumaš-ša ʰAlluwamna ʰḪara[pšekšija]
as for but 2PL.ACC but A.-VOC.S H.-VOC.S and

# (11) [nu-šm]aši QADU DUMU.MEŠ-KUNU arḫa šuē-[t]²³
CONNe2PL.ACC with son.PL-your away push-3S.PST

But [as for] you, o Alluwamna (and) Ḫar[apšeki, he] banish[ed] you
along with your children. (He [allo]cated you to the city of Mallitaškuri
(saying) “Let them go (and) li[ve] there.”)

Because of the damaged state of the tablet, only three of the five features of the
kuid-a construction are reasonably certain. Features 4 and 5 are more speculative:

1. kuit-a/kuid-a introduces a left-dislocated (or extra-clausal) constituent:
kuit-a šumaš-a Ḫarapšeki-ja is no longer part of a verbal
clause, but one constituent consisting of the addressees, with the
names as a parenthetical.

²³ With Hoffmann (1984:141f.), I prefer to restore a pret.sg.3 šu-e-[t] instead
of a sg.1 šu-e[-nu-un] or šu-e[-mi] (so for example Tischler, HEG Š/2:1221,
Kloekhorst 2008:797) in view both of the scratches that match the sign IT and of
the pret.sg.3 in i 13.
2. the left-dislocated constituent is resumed in the main clause: the resumption of the couple is šmaš.

3. the left-dislocated constituent is already marked for the role it will have in the following main clause, which is the accusative.

4. The left-dislocated constituent does not just indicate a topic shift, but marks a contrastive topic: Here it seems that the contrast is between the treatment of Alluwauna and Ḫarapšeki, who are banished, and the lack of punishment of some persons who do not deliver grain and wine, presumably against orders.

5. Referents are part of the common ground and relatively inactive or new to the discourse: Alluwauna and Ḫarapšeki are not new to the discourse, but the immediately preceding discourse is about Šanku. Presumably Alluwauna and Ḫarapšeki had become inactive discourse referents after their last mention in KUB 26.77 i 1-2.

6. kuiša in a verbal clause

There is one case of kuiša in a verbal clause where kuit is neither a relative nor our topic-introducing particle with scope over a NP. Because we are dealing with a verbal clause, retention of the translation ‘as for’ for kuit now leads to the familiar use of kuit as ‘as for the fact that’, with the important difference that kuit is still clause-initial. Unfortunately, the remainder of the passage is lost:
Tawan[anna ……..] her father […] the population […]. I, however, [did not harm (?)] the daughter. The dau[ghter …]. […] her out [of] Ḫa[ttuša]. “Find […] and […] it to you. Eat and drink, [but in] Ḫa[ttuša you] may not see the eyes [of the king].”

§ kuid-a DUMU.NITA-n-a ēpp-[un ...]
as.for-but son-ACC.S.C-but seize-1S.PST
But as for the son that [I] seized, […]

7. Crushing the baker or the stone?
In the final passage from the Palace Chronicles where kuid-a has been identified (KBo 3.34 i 3), kuid-a is clearly clause-initial but unfortunately in a broken passage. Because topic-introducing kuid-a only followed by a noun phrase had not yet been recognized, the only option was to restore a verb, IŠBAT ‘he seized’, in the break immediately following kuid-a: kuid-a[IŠBAT paššil]an šallin “But given the fact that/because [he found/seized] a large pebble, they punctured him (i.e., the baker) and made him disappear/made him go up in smoke” (so CHD Š, 122, Dardano 1997:28-9 with discussion on p. 74-5, Haas 2006:55, HW² Ḫ, 817a. With temporal “nachdem” Soysal 1989:83). In view of the two other extra-clausal
kuid-a constituents in the Palace Chronicles (KBo 3.34 ii 24, 27), I prefer a simple extra-clausal constituent without a verb here as well. This leads to a very different understanding of the passage:

35a  KBo 3.34 i 2-4 (CTH 8, OH/NS) w. dupl. KBo 13.44 i 2-4 (NS), KUB 36.104 obv. 1'-2' (OS)

In Kuššar the father of the king found a stone in a [tun]ink-bread.

**Topic 1:** treatment of the baker

\[šše \quad pā-er\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONN=3PL.NOM</th>
<th>go-3PL.PST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

\[\text{ḪUR.SAG}-i \quad š[a][nn]a[pil]i^{24} \quad paḫḫur \quad (3) \text{par-er}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mountain-LOC.S</th>
<th>empty.place-LOC.S</th>
<th>fire:NOM-ACC.S.N</th>
<th>fan-3PL.PST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

\[šše \quad \text{LÚ} \text{NINDA.DÜ.DÜ} \quad ḫūpp-er\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONN=3PL.NOM</th>
<th>baker</th>
<th>do.evil-3PL.PST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

{^24} For the restoration of š[a][nn]apil]i see Neu 1995:242.
They went and fanned a fire on a mountain in an empty place\textsuperscript{25},
and maltreated the baker.

35b **Topic 2**: treatment of the stone

\textit{kuida\textsuperscript{a}} \textit{andan (??) pašši\textit{la-n} šalli-\textit{n}}\textsuperscript{26}

\textit{as.for\textsuperscript{but} inside stone-ACC.S.C large-ACC.S.C}

\textsuperscript{4) (??) š\textit{an} \textit{ḥatt-ann-er} š\textit{an} šami[-nu-\textit{er}]

\textit{CONN\textsuperscript{3S.ACC.C} strike-3PL.PST CONN\textsuperscript{3S.ACC.C} disappear-CAUS-3PL.PST}

But as for the [pebble [inside (the bread) (?)] being large, they crushed\textsuperscript{27} it
and so [made] it disappear.

\textsuperscript{25} Since not šannapili but \textit{danatt(a/i)}- modifies localities (Dardano 1997:72, 112),
šannapili is the substantive šannapili B ‘empty (place)’ (CHD Š, 161).

\textsuperscript{26} HW\textsuperscript{2} Ḥ, 486b takes š\textit{e} ... š\textit{allin} as one sentence. This is impossible: transitive
clauses do not take enclitic subjects, as recognized in HW\textsuperscript{2} Ḥ, 817a (with the
correct analysis).

\textsuperscript{27} In order to crush a stone, one needs to continually strike it with a tool with a
small hitting surface like a hammer. This makes the verb \textit{ḥatt-}, also used for
arrows hitting a target or puncturing an object, appropriate, although \textit{walt}- could
have been used as well.
The reconstruction of a verb in the break is certainly possible, compare ex. 34, but not assured. The reconstruction of *andan* ‘inside (the bread)’ (compare ex. 30c for another adverb in the *kuīša* constituent) is not assured either, but it does cancel a particularly gruesome fate\(^{28}\) for the baker, namely the crushing of the baker, or even drilling holes in him, and his subsequent burning\(^{29}\) (perhaps as an offering to the gods?\(^{30}\)), while it adds an appropriate action for the disposal of the stone. The baker does not escape punishment since that is covered by *ḫū(wa)pp-* ‘to maltreat’ and presumably involves the fire.

### 8. Overview and linguistic analysis

---

\(^{28}\) Killing personnel for an impurity in the victuals for the king is not unheard of. Another palace narrative where someone is killed after he was found guilty of contaminating the king’s water with a hair of his is KUB 13.3 iii 21-35.

\(^{29}\) In case the baker is still the victim of all these actions, I prefer to derive *šaminuer* from *šamenu-* B ‘to burn’ instead of *šamenu-* A ‘to make disappear’ (so CHD Š, 122 with caution) since the fire in KBo 3.34 i 2-3 needs to serve a purpose.

\(^{30}\) I owe this suggestion to my colleague Rich Beal.
The following table contains a schematic overview of all instances of *kuiđa*

discussed above:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>date</th>
<th>kuiđa phrase</th>
<th>case of NP</th>
<th>type of resumption</th>
<th>case of resumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>kuiđa introducing a NP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21b</td>
<td>OH/MS ritual</td>
<td><em>kuiđa NP+NP+NP</em></td>
<td>nom.pl.c.</td>
<td># ø (transitive subject)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30c</td>
<td>OH/OS ritual</td>
<td><em>kuiđa anda [NPša+NPša] NPša</em></td>
<td>nom.pl.n.</td>
<td># <em>nu apatt-a</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>OH/NS myth</td>
<td><em>kuiđa NP+NP+NP</em></td>
<td>nom.s.c.(x3)</td>
<td># <em>kē 3 LU.MEŠ</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22c</td>
<td>OH/NS hist.</td>
<td><em>kuiđa NP</em></td>
<td>acc.pl.c.</td>
<td># <em>nšiš</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>OH/NS hist.</td>
<td><em>kuiđa NPša (+vocatives)</em></td>
<td>2acc.pl.</td>
<td># <em>[nušm]aš</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>OH/NS hist</td>
<td><em>kuiđa [andan?] NP</em></td>
<td>acc.s.c.</td>
<td># <em>šan</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22b</td>
<td>OH/NS hist.</td>
<td><em>kuiđa NP+NPša</em></td>
<td>dat.s.(x2)</td>
<td># ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>kuiđa introducing a verbal clause</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Ex. 1-4 showed left-dislocated constituents that only consisted of a NP. If marked for case at all, the case was nominative, irrespective of the function the element assumes in the following clause. As Samuels (2009:290-91) already implied, this behavior is consistent with the type of left-dislocation known as Hanging Topic Left Dislocation (HTLD). We now have evidence for another type of left-dislocation in Hittite, the type where the dislocated element is syntactically (and pragmatically!) dependent on the main clause.

The function of the \textit{kuid-a} dislocation\footnote{It is not clear how ex. 5 should be interpreted, as the only case of left-dislocation currently known to me that does not use \textit{kuid-a} but otherwise behaves like the \textit{kuid-a} dislocation. More examples are needed to fully understand both the synchronic and diachronic picture.} is to reactivate a referent that is part of the common ground in order to be commented upon in the following main clause, hence from an Information Structural perspective the \textit{kuid-a} dislocation is a Topic. The \textit{kuid-a} Topic is also always contrastive. The referent of the \textit{kuid-a} dislocation is part of the common ground either because the referent is accessible based on knowledge of the communicative setting (the royal family and nobles in
the assembly hall will typically be entertained by performers; when training chariot-fighters, there will be novices and more advanced students) or because it was mentioned before but has been replaced as a discourse topic. This, I believe, could be the difference with the Hittite HTLD. It seems that the referents of the Hittite HTLD, though contrasting with a preceding topic, are often not only new to the discourse but also not automatically accessible through triggering by something else in the discourse\textsuperscript{32}.

Traditionally, there are two types of left-dislocation that fit the functional description of both being part of the common ground and being contrastive, Germanic-type Contrastive Left Dislocation (CLD) and Romance-type Clitic Left Dislocation (CLLD\textsuperscript{33}). The difference between CLD and CLLD that is relevant for the present study is the type of resumption. The resumption of a CLLD must be a clitic, whereas the resumption of a CLD is the tonic pronoun \textit{der/die} (Van Riemsdijk 1997:7), which can also be contrastively accented. But in Hittite we see

\textsuperscript{32} But there are exceptions, such as \textit{d}IŠTAR DINGIR-\textit{LIM-e-š=mu} “(As for) Šaušga, she is my goddess” KUB 1.1 iv 74 (NH, Ḫattušili III, CTH 81). The whole text is a dedication to Šaušga (Ištar), so Šaušga is neither new nor inaccessible in the context. There is also no perceivable contrast.

\textsuperscript{33} For CLLD as Contrastive Topicalization in Spanish, see Arregi 2003.
both types of resumption, tonic in ex. 30c (Focus pronoun) and 32 (adnominal demonstrative), and clitic in ex. 22c, 33 and 35 (note that transitive subjects in the Anatolian languages cannot be expressed as a clitic, hence ex. 21b and 22b do not have clitic resumptions), so the formal distinction between CLD and CLLD does not seem relevant for Hittite. It is therefore better to follow a more recent unified approach to left-dislocation that distinguishes between two types of left-dislocation (López 2016): H-type, which covers Hittite HTLD, and D-type, which covers Hittite kuid-a dislocation, while allowing for further language-specific distinctions such as CLD and CLLD.

H-type dislocation survived into New Hittite, while D-type kuid-a dislocation disappeared after Old Hittite. A few instances of Old Hittite NPṣa/ma were discussed by Garrett (1994:38-9) as cases of left-dislocation, such as ex. 30a, repeated here as 36, with harpa-ma contrasting with kuit-a ... ḫaršārr-a in 30c:

36 \((^{25})\) GIŠ ḫarp-a:\-ma

heap-NOM-ACC.PL.N\-but

\# 1-\-ant-a; LUGAL-a\-š GİR-eššt; \(ki-tta\)

1-IND-NOM.-ACC.PL.N king-GEN.S foot-his:LOC.S lie-3S.NPST

MUNUS.LUGAL-ṣa 1-\-ant-a; \(^{(26)}\) \(ki-tta\)
But (as for) the wood piles, one set is placed at the feet of the king and one set is placed (at the feet) of the queen.

To me it seems that this type of left-dislocation competed with our kuid-as and may have helped to render kuid-as obsolete. Further research is needed, but the loss of kuid-as as a contrastive topic marker probably also coincided with an expanding use of kuit as introducing backgrounded verbal clauses that are outside the scope of negation (just like topics), see ex. 34. This kuit should be translated as ‘as for the fact that …’.

From the backgrounding function of kuit in verbal clauses, it was only a small step to kuit as causal subordinating conjunction in Middle and Neo-Hittite. As a result of the reanalysis of kuid-as, Old Hittite no longer has a causal subordinating conjunction. Causality in Old Hittite is only expressed overtly by the paratactic conjunction š(u)- ‘so, for this reason, as a result, etc.’ (CHD Š, 517-29).

The purpose of this study was to identify the kuid-as dislocation and establish its function, but much has been left for further study. What are its origins? There is no evidence of a similar construction in the other Anatolian languages, so we should assume that the rise of the kuid-as dislocation is an inner-
Hittite development. Further study of topicalization in combination with -a/-ma
and of HTLD should also clarify the difference in meaning between these topic-
introducing strategies and kuída, which could only be hinted at here.
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